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REPORTERS SAN FRONTIERS deeply shocked 
Attack on Charlie Hebdo

Paris, France, 10.01.2015, 00:04 Time

USPA NEWS - “We weep for the victims of today´s horrific attack on Charlie Hebdo, who include the cartoonists Charb, Cabu,
Tignous and Wolinski and Bernard Maris,“� Reporters Without Borders secretary-general Christophe Deloire said.

“Our thoughts are with these colleagues and friends, who have been taken from us by hatred. There can be no worse attack on media
freedom, and all other freedoms, than to storm into a media outlet and shoot on sight. We will continue our fight for freedom and
tolerance in the face of this barbarity. We will do it for them and for all those who have fallen in defence of such fundamental values as
freedom of information.“�

We offer our heartfelt condolences to the families and friends of the victims of this terrorist attack.

 Bloody end to sieges in France

Two hostage sieges come to a dramatic end in France, with three gunmen and four hostages confirmed dead, two days after the
deadly attack on Charlie Hebdo magazine . French police have stormed two hostage sites in the Paris area, killing three hostage
takers.

Two brothers who attacked Charlie Hebdo magazine on Wednesday were killed at a warehouse where they had held a hostage north
of Paris.

In the second incident, in eastern Paris, anti-terrorist forces stormed a kosher supermarket where hostages were being held by a
gunman with reported links to the brothers.

The gunman and four hostages died.
(Source: BBC)

Sign the petition: http://fr.rsf.org/petitions/charlie/petition.php?lang=en
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